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Et Tu, Anita
by Ian Bellnfantl
ProfessorAnitaHill'schargesofsexual
harassment against Supreme Court nominee, Judge Clarence Thomas, are now primarily an unpleasant memory. Judge
Thomas's elevation to the Court is a fait
accompli, his detractors having failed to
sully his image enough to derail an already
controversial nomination.
However, the failed attack on the
judge's character and fitness to serve raises
serious questions about the process's "tra~
ditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice." Does the method of confirmation
of high government officials unfairly subject nominees to villification and defamation? Does it render them helpless in most
cases to effectively counter reckless, irresponsible and in many cases untruthful allegations? The senate judiciary committee's
extendedhearing on judge Thomas' s nomination should serve as a point of departure
for a re-examin ation of the confirmation
process.
Though the judge's nomination was
controversial,· the judiciary committee's
hearings were proceeding successfully for
the nominee. Opponents needed an issue to
derail the confimation of the conservative
judge whose views on several important

and divisive issues were thought to herald
the death knell of some previous court rulings, particularly abortion rights. Jncredibly and fortuitously Judge Thomas's antagonists discovered an achilles heel in a
fonner assistant, Professor Anita Hill.
Professor Hill claimed tbatJudge Tho'mas had sexually harassed her when she
worked for him ten years previously.Her
charges against the judge would provide the
fillip that would discourage him from pursuing his seat on the court. (That was the
testimony elicited from Professor Hill by
the insistent questioning of Senator Arlen
Specter). That was a miscalculation. An act
that was meant to be a quiet torpedoing of
thenominationbecameapublicbrawl.Judge
Thomas firmly and categorically denied the
allegations, at which point the charges were
leaked to thepress.
The charges of sexual harssment by
the nominee seemed to be a catalyst for the
publication of real or imagined grievances
by some groups. Those charges included an
insensitivity to women by men, particularly
the all male senate; .the <Jiffusioii aQd regularity ofsexual harassment in the workplace;
and the difficulty of obtaining redress for
these problems. Jn reality the allegations
and testimony before the judiciary commit-

Services
Ahmrfed Thomas scampe(s away from the nerpresent media.
tee proved none of these things. What they
did show was the ease with which such
charges could be made and the difficulty of
preventing irreparable damage to one's
reputation in the face of such accusations.
Despite the professor's inability to
present unequivocal substantiation of her
charge of harassment against Jud:ge Thomas;it seemed that many of his ideological
antagonists were willing to sacrifice truth
on the altar of political expediency in the

IH Thomas, page 3

William Mitchell College of Law will
begin to offer counseling, assessment, and
referral services for students, faculty and
theirrespectivefamilymembers/significant
others. In addition, staff members will be
available for consultation and educational
services. The fonnation of the counseling
center was based on the results of a student
survey and concern of the administration to
provide a full array of services to students
and faculty. The counseling services will
be housed on campus and staffed by licensed
mental health professionals. However, the
counseling center is administratively independent of student services and related
educational and evaluative procedures associated with being a student or faculty
member. For further information, contact
Dick Wagner, Clinic Coordinator, at 887-

1906.

The·Death Penalty is a Feminist Issue
by John Bachman
-Approximatelythirtywomenareondeath
row in the U.S. today.

-Fortypercentkilled their husband or lover.
-Most death sentences have been handed
down in the last two years.
-Most have ahistory ofbeing battered and
sexually abused.
-Eighty percent of the women on death
row are white.
-Virtually all killed a white male.
-Virtually all are held in some fonn of
solitary confinement.
-All were defended at the trial level by a
male attorney.

Three hundred ninety-eight women
have been killed by the state since the first
female was executedinl632. Threehmidred
fifty-nine years of the death penalty against
women in this nation highlights the continuity of the culture of violence against
females, the continuity of sexism in the
justice system, the continuity of racism and
the continuity ofsexism in the larger culture.
Mostofthewomenondeathrowin this
country have a long history of being battered and sexually abused, often from

childhood. This cycle of violence coupled
with the lack of realistic alternatives to
abuse has forced more and more women
to turn to violence to escape intolerable
situations. At the same time, social services for women are being decimated, the
sentencing binge in the male justice system is meting out harsher and harsher
punishments. Moreover, male defense
attorneys usually lack the training, competence and sensitivity necessary to raise
abuse as amitigating factor. An appellate
attorney for a women facing a death sentence stated he had heard about the history
of violence against his client but it was
''just sexual abuse."
The battered woman's syndrome was
either not raised as a defense (currently
not allowed in any state except as a
variation ofa plea of self-defense) inmost
cases or was unavailable because the defendant was involved in a contract killing.
Women who kill usually murder
someone they know. usually act on the
spur of the moment and usually act alone.
Because most murders by women occur
within the family and because the race of
the victim is the most important factor in
determining who receives a .capital sentence, the vast majority of women on
death row are white. Historically, the
murder of a woman or a minority male has
been treated as a less serious offense than
the murder of a white male.
As was shown in the Anita Hill case,

deferninization and dehumanization is a
necessary part ofany attack on the credibility
of any woman in the dock. In capital cases,
it is necessary to destroy images of the
"gentler sex," to portray "unladylike behavior" and to treat women defendants as
"crazed monsters" in order to justify extennination.
Jn closing arguments in the Pamela
Smart case, the prosecutor described how
the defendantgother "hook so deep into the
hormones" of one of her students that he
killed her husband for her. He added that
she had shown "not one tear of remorse, not
one tear of grief' for her slain husband.
The Boston Herald ran a four-inch
headline entitled "Cold As Ice'· above her
picture. It described her as having "lips so
·think and tight as to be all but invisible.
Eyes with all the wannth of two early
warning missile-detection screens." Moreover, it solicited opinions on her guilt or
innocence (before the case went to the
IDlsequestered jury) for 95 cents per minute
through a 900 number.
Because capital trials with female defendants are such high-profile events, male
prosecutors have an enhanced stake in getting a conviction and in asking for the
harshest possible punishment. Another
notch in the jock strap never hurt the career
of any district attorney.
Because women on death row are such
anomalies, they are often forced to live in
even harsher conditions than male death

row inmates. Most state prison systems
lack special facilities for women with capital
sentences. Moreover, they are at a loss asto
how to treat a member of the "fairer sex"
that they may send to the electric chair. The
result is that most women on death row are
in solitary confinement.
Currently, there are no women close to
execution. The last state execution of a
woman was in 1984. Ethel Rosenberg was
the last federal woman prisoner executed.
The federal death penalty has only been
carried out against women three times in
over two hundred years. Half of the women
on death row are in Alabama, North Carolina and Ohio.
Beyond work on improved representation for women defendants in capital cases,
wOik on improving death row conditions
and pressure on courts and legislatures to
allow battered woman· s syndrome as a
defense, work needs to be done on the
politics and procedures involved in raising
past abuse in clemency pleas and hearings.
For further information contact: Alice
Miller at Amnesty International, (212) 8078400 or Leigh Dingerson at the National
Coalition Against the Death Penalty, (202)
347-2411. Locally, contact the Minnesota
Lawyers International Human Rights
Committee, Death Penalty Project at 3413302.

Thoughts on US challenge against Korean antidumping niling
by Yukyun Shin

invoking an escape clause on export prodHow fair and balanced is the United ucts to the E.C. by DuPont.
States' recent challenge against the Korean
Thecurrentactionsofthe United States
Trade Commission's antidumping ruling may be in accordance with the same prinon Dupont de Nemours, Inc. of the U.s.- ciples on the grounds of unfair practices in
exported polyacetal resin to Korea? Now,
import trade. Specifically, the United States
before the GAIT the U.S. asserts that the may feel theneedforapoliticalresponseto
ruling was improperly reached and Korea's Korea' sruling, particuJarly since itis against
antidumping system is not in compliance DuPont Furthermore, the United States
with the GAIT Anti-Dumping Code. The may genuinely feel that the ruling was
dispute brought forth a consultation in July motivated by political considerations,
and an ensuing conciliation in October of making a political response appropriate,
199lbetweenKoreaandtheU.S.inGeneva especially since this is the first Korean
The U.S. was represented by Tim Teifofthe Antidumping ruling against U.S.-manuUnitedStates Trade Representative General factured products.
Counsel's Office. However, the consultaThe USTR would apparently contend
tion and conciliation resulted in little that in addition to a strict definition of
agreement
dumping, a finding of injury would be inThe USTRmay soon invoke Article 15, appropriate because (a) DuPont's export
Para.4oftheGAIT Anti-Dum.pingCodeto-c prices do not justify a dumping finding (at
request that the Committee on Anti- belowactualproductioncosQifthecostfor
Dumping Practices establish a panel The · technical and customer service is t.aken into
cur.tent situation reminds-me of the aramid · account, which is not the case in Korea; (b)
fiber dispute'between the U.S. and the EC· DuPont'smarlcetshareinKoreahasbecome
that occurred several years ago. In that insignificantowingtoacontinuousdecline;
case, the E.C. retaliated against a U.S. Sec- (c) the plaintiff Korean Engineering Plastic
ti.on 337 ruling of the Trade Act against Co.' s capacity utilization is high.
aramid fibers imported from Europe by
· However, it seems ·that the United

•.• that it costs 70C for a vending machine pop fn Hachey, 60C In the LEC
building at WMC~ but only SSC at Hamline law choal?

States' GAIT challenge against the Korean creased during the period of investigation
anfidumping ruling may have lost its fairas compared to the volume for the correness. This is one of the very few times that sponding period of the previous year. The
the U.S. govemmenthas invoked Article 15 import prices of Norwegian salmon have
oftheGAIT Anti.dumping Code. Actually,
been above the average prices for salmon
the United States has been very reluctant to from other countries. In addition, while
challengeanum.berofMexicanantidum.ping arguing before the GAIT, Norway strongly
ruling against U.S. products, probably be- challenged the proposition that the U.S. has
cause of political considerations and the failed to prove the causal link that the imextremely tough stance of the Mexican ports are, through the effects of dumping,
government. Contrarily, on April 16, 1991,
causing material injury.
undetvery similar circumstances, the United
· Consequently, in the light of the two
States International Trade Commission conflicting approaches of the United States,
(ITC), decided to impose an average I cannot help being embarrassed about the
antidumping duty of 23.8% on eight Norsense of balance. The case against the
wegian salmon exporters on the grounds Korean ruling may be one of the most
that an industry in the U.S. had been mate- interesting cases in the 24-year history of
rially injured by the import of Norwegian the U.S. antidumpingrulings. Korea should
salmon.
not be intimidated by the U.S. ~ition
Here, the knowledgeable dissenting · including possible Section 301 investigation.
opinion of Ann-Brunsdale, Acting Chair- Particularly since such actions may be poman ofthe ITC, that "the majority' sconclulitically motivated. Therefore, I would like
sion is unsupported by substantial record to give the following advice to the Korean
evidence andmay well be contrary to law,"
government (a) a comparative analysis of
should be wellrespected. The imposition of the Korean, U.S. and EC anti.dumping laws;
the duties has had the effect of an embargo
(b) a comparison of the procedures applied
toNqrwegian exporters. In the Sahnon case,
in calculating DuPont's antidumping marNorwegian exports to the U.S. actually de- gin and the factors considered in KTC' s
injury analysis with GAIT and U.S. Standards; (c) a comparison of the Korean law
and procedures. with the various
Antidumping Code positions t.aken in the
Uruguay Round negotiations; (d) research
on the issue of whether or not the DuPont
ruling is the proper subject of a GAIT
challeilge; (e) the legal relevance ofcapacity
... that to get aclass audiotaped you must talk to the professor (or if the professor
utilization argument in deciding
Is a judge, the judge's clerk who must talk to the judge) to get permission to tape
antidumping cases. Korea should be well
prepared this time to cope with the chalaclass, the professor must talk to the AV man and after all the red tape the AV man
lenge of the United States.
still doesn't show up to tape the class during a Jewish holiday?

... that It costs an arm and a leg for a hamburger in Hachey? It doesn't seem
.aJair exchange of body parts.

••. that WMCL Invested in soap dispensers in the women's bathrooms but never
fills them up with soap?

••• that as of this year both the vending machines and the food service in the
Commons are owned by tbe same person and th~refore are not competitively
priced? Is that why all of the prices have risen?

.•. that WMCL insists on hol~ing registration on oFriday night? Don't they realize
even law geeks might have other plans at 10:00 -0n friday night?

;!!!!.l11+1!1:am!,!,:,:,:mamc@w,_
•.. that people live in Minnesota? It must be ·Twins fever.•

, .. that the person who runs the vending machines and the food service is also
a WMCL graduate? Doesn't he remember being a poor law student or is he
having trouble paying back his loans?

... that the only day Prof. Bishop did not wear abow fie was Halloween day when
his first year contracts class wore them in his honor?
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includes paper and semi-new ribbon. New
low price of $275. Mark Azman, 222-3671.
SUBLET 3XX Summit Ave. Jan-May 1992
$250 includes utilities off street parking,
nearWMCL, laundry, fully furnished, share
w/ 2 Froommates. Ann 291-7483
To place an ad in the Opinion Classified
section call Kim at 290-6370.

OPINION

Now It Can Be Told•••

The Opinion: Why Is It ••• that the library stridly enf.orces the
locking of the study room doors? Are they afraid someone will
sneak la to study?
The Ubrary:
The small group study rooms In the Burger Library may be llsed only by
William Mitchell students, faculty, staff, and members of the bar. They are
normally available for group study/discussion only, not for use by an
individual, unless an individual needs to use equipment such as a dictaphone
or a tape recorder.
Agroup may reserve a small group study room at the circulation desk for
a maximum of two hours at a time by signing up at the cfrculation desk. It
may renew Its reservation in two-hour increments as long ·as no other group
has signed up for the room. If astudy room Is not In use, ogroup can sign up
for the room for the next two hours.
When the rooms are not In use, they are kept locked in order to assure that
they will be available for group study and not preempted for use as private
individual study space or used by those not connected with the College. If the
rooms are left open, individuals or groups who have not signed for the room
will always be in the rooms since they ore viewed os prime study space. When
the users who have scheduled the room arrive at their assigned time they are
placed in the position of having to •evict' the current user(s). If the current

IBM PROPRINTER X24 LETTER QUALITY printer

.•. that none of the second year classes have coat racks? ·

•.• that astudent can see the professor's breath during class In the· auditorium?

The Opinion: Why Is It ••• that the SBA doesn't recyde ~astlc soda
bottles?
The SBA:
After the first of the year the SBA will begin recycling plastic soda bottles.
Look for the plastic recycling station coming soon to your neighborhood.

CLAS SI FIE DS

users have signed for the room, they will know when their time is up and less
tension is created between the parties. Locking the rooms also allows the library
to determine who hos been using the room if materials are left in the room when
no one is there or if there is evidence of eating, drinking, or use of tobacco products
in the room.
Note: The library has also discussed getting additional keys to alleviate the
problem of current users getting locked out of the study rooms by the automatic
shutting, self-locking doors.
The Opinion: Why Is It ••• that no one has been able to de-virus the
compufers la the library after a year?
The Library:
The PC Lab is ·de-virused. • While it Is not possible to guarantee that new viruses
(for which software has not yet been developed) will not be introduced in the
future, it Is possible (by practicing •safe computing') for students to guarantee
that they do not reinfect the Lab with old viruses. Each time you turn on a
computer, it will check its hard disk for viruses and report the results on the scre~n.
Agood report will say 'this boot sector not infected.• If if says anything more, or
anything else, report the machine to the circulation desk IMEDIATllY. When
you begin WordPerfect, the machine will also check I!!! disk. If the computer
reports that your disk is infected, with a known virus, it can also clean it. If if
reports that it contains avirus-like code, remove the disk IMMIDIATElYand take
It to the circulation desk. The library has software that can remove the common
viruses and you can usually pick up the cleaned disk the next day. Remember that
viruses come in to the Lab on (usually unsuspected) user's disks. Practicing •safe
computing• is the best way to prevent infections.
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Mitchell students attend
public interest career fair
by Margie Skelton
The fourth annual National Association of Law Placement and National Association of Public Interest Law Career Fair
was held on October 25, on the Georgetown
University campus in Washington D.C.
Three students from William Mitchell attended the conference: Jeff Topor, David
Batlle and Margie Skelton.
The conference began with individual
scheduled interviews with employers. Students were required to contact individual
employers before the conference and were
subsequently notified if they received an
interview. These interviews lasted
throughout the morning with some continu-

ing through lunch. In the afternoon each
employer had a table set up for an informal
table talk session. Students waited in line to
speak with employers, some of whom did
not schedule interviews in the morning.
Law students from Yale to California
Western who shared a common public in-,
terest law career goal, attended the conference. Approximatelyseventy-fiveemployers, mainly from the Washington D.C. area,
were.represented. The employers practiced
divergent areas of law from immigration
law to employment law. However, all the
employers held one thing in common, their
clients consisted of the underprivileg~
underrepresented segments of society.

.

The NALP/NAPIL publlc Interest career fcir was held In Washington D.C.

These organizations provide legal representation to people who usually fall,
through the cracks in our legal system.
Because the majority ofclients are indigent,

IMEDIATE ·NEEDS 011 THE BORDER:

Opporbmities to volunteer HSting ~ylum applicants
dktrlbuted at the NALP/NIPIL pullllc
lnterut career fair and submitted by
Margi•• Skelton
As a result of a recent settlement of a
nationwide class action lawsuit, there is an
.immediate ~ for spanish speaking law
students tovolunteerin three borderregions
of the U.S. to assist Guatema1an asylum
_applicants. The American Baptist Church
v. Thornburgh (ABC) case cballenged the
discriminatory adjudications of Salvadoran
and Guatemalan asylum applicants in the
past ten years. In a landmark settlement,

several hundred thousand nationals from El
Salvador and Guatemalahave been granted
the oppom,mity to apply for asylum
new and fairer procedures~ Guatemalans
only have until March 31, 1992 to submit
asylum applications.
Agencies located in border areas that
work with Guatemalans need your help.
Students who have free time in December
or January could make a real difference in
the lives of Guatemalans fleeing persecution by volunteering in one of these areas.
Travel stipends may be available andhous-

under

ing. accommodations can be arranged. If
you are interested in assisting asylum applicants in Southern Florida or Southern
California (near San Diego) contact Dan
Kesselbrenner at (617) 227-9727 immediately. In addition, the South Texas Pro
Bono Asylum Representation Project ProBAR - in Harlingen, Texas is in need
of volunteer students. Interested persons
shouldcontactAnne-MarieGibbonsat(512)
425-9231 to learn more about opportunities
and stipends there.

many of the employers could not afford to
pay adequate salaries. Many.required independent funding from outside fellowships
or law school monies. Money to fund work
for these organizations ~ , exist from a
variety of private as well as public sources.
However, it takes additional work to find it.
NALP / NAPIL publishes a book containing a list of such fellowships
Overall the conference was a success.
It provided an alternative job search for
those not interested in corporate law. It also
lX()Videdmoral support to the attending law
students in their common goal of advocating social change through public interest
law.

NEXT
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Thomas,

from ,,,.,. '
guise of sexual harassment: It seemed when the truthfulness or accuracy of-the
irrelevant that the accused was a federal allegations will have a greater probability
cin:uitcourtjudgewhohadbeeninvestigated of being ascertained. Professor Hill, an atby the F.B.I. on a number of occasions and torney in the EEOC, an agency charged
had sustained no blemish on his character.
with the responsibility of policing those
The accusations had been previously dis- same issues, was particularly derelict in her
missed bythejudiciary committee precisely duty.
because they could not be substantiated.
Supporters. of Professor Hill ask
One need not be a subscriber to what would behermotive or gain in making
Judge Thomas's political or philosophical the charges if they were not true. A very
views to see the inequities implicit iri his direct and simple answer is that casual or
situation. As a public servant his character even interested observers may never unmay be questioned with impugnity with derstand o~er people's motives for a parscant recourse at law. The only effective ticularaction. "Ettu Brute" is Shakespeare's
defense in most cases is to discredit the recognition of that perplexity.
In the
accuser. Thatis the dilemma faced by those final analysis the issue is one of fairness. An
who would pursue public service. It was accused is entitled to a presumption of inquite predictable that Judge Thomas's nocence particularly where the allegations
supporters would question his accuser's are antithetical to the known character of
motives, veracity and stability. Ifhe was to the accused. That position does not underattempttosecurehisnominationandsalvage mine the right 91 persons to be free of
his reputation there was no alternative.
untoward advances. Nor does it prevent
The counterattack of the Thomas vigorous investigation of such charges and
forces was nevertheless criticized as evi- punitivemeasures where they are warranted.
denceof amale dominated society' sinability Sexual harassment must not be tolerated.
totalcewomen'scomplaintsseriously.Such However, there should not be a rebuttable
an argument has no currency. It does mean presumption of guilt on the part of the
that where there is a perceived problem of accused if a particular species of tyranny is
sexual harassment the aggrieved party has a to be avoided in the wOikplace.
duty to immediately air the issue at a time
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ACROSS
1 Seed container
4 Fee
scowl
12 Guido's second
note
13 Mental image
14 Monster
15 Form of lottery
17 Uncouth person
19 Article
20 Lamprey
21 Fondle
22 Exert
23 Poet
25 Novelty
26 Old pronoun
27 Legal matters
28 Beill
29 Leases
32 Either
33 Angers
35 Three-toed
sloth
36 The universe

38 Policeman:
slang
39 Armed conflict
40 Stamp of
approval
41 Oolcing
42 Bundle
43 Mom's partner
45 Existed
46 Possesses
47 World organizaJ
tion: init.
48 Dress border
49 Parent
52 Spiritless
person
54 Send forth
56 Period ot time
57 Couple
58 Location
59 Lair

DOWN
1 Equality
2 Anglo-Saxon
money

Library shelves plans for
rooftop restaurant

THE OPINION
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
3 Puts otf
4 Cash drawer
5Poem
6 French article
7 Intertwined

8 Brick-carrying
device
9 King of Bashan
10 Spoken
11 Negate
16 Gave food to
18 Near
21 Pretenlious
homes
22 Write
23 Forehead
24 Danish island
25 Evergreen tree
26 Affirmative
28 Plus
29 Corded cloth
30 South African
Dutch
31 Father
33 Antlered animal
34 Tibetan gazelle
37 Land measure
39 Cleaned
41 Domesticates
42 Flying mammal
43 Drop down
44 Ox of Celebes
45 The two of us
46 Detest
48 That lady
49 Suitable
SO Before
51 Hurried
53 Greek letter
55 Mile: abbr.

Seoteh For All Ages...
Due to the stress· of fall interviews (all interviews, no employment), Lanny took to the
bottle and was last rumored to have been on the telephone pouring his sorrows out to a 900
number. But don't worry, he'll return for the February issue... (we hope).

by Paul Bard
Plans to establish an outdoor cafe and
cocktail lounge on the roof of the library
have been postponed indefinitely. Opposition from the campus chapter of the National Organization to Fight Unnecessary
Nightlife (N.0.-F.U.N.) has forced the administration to reconsider the much-anticipated project.
Although details such as·prices, hours,
and costuming for the staff had not been
finalized, the general plan was as follows:
The cafe was to consist of forty
tables spread among the three maroon, hiproofed structures which house mechanical
equipment on the library' sroof. Twinkling,
Parisian style streetlights, and strolling
musicians would create an atmosphere to
give students a respite from the rigors of
study, andalightmenu ofFrench and Italian
food would provide an alternative to the
modest offerings of Hachey Commons. A
whimsical "lawyer's leap," for the anxietyprone, complete with diving-board, was
considered briefly, but then deleted in the
early planning stages. It was thought to be
in poor taste given the current job marlcet
for graduates.
Access to the restaurant would be via a
massive wrought-iron spiral stair to be
erectedatthenortheastcomerofthelibrary's
main entrance, in the niche formed where
the library joins the older building.
Disappointed backers of the project

complained about the "eleventh hour'' nature of the decision, especially in light of
the fact that tables, chairs, glassware, and
two-hundred cases of liquor have already
been purchased for the Grand Opening,
which had been scheduled for Thanksgiving weekend. (As it turned out, the snowstorm would have delayed the opening
until next spring anyway.)
Although N.0.-F.U.N. is officially
blamed for the fate of the cafe, anonymous
sources in the administration said that other
factors were also at work. They suggested
that the proposed name of the restaurant,
"Hogg Heaven," may perhaps have been
too irreverent
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Get rid ~f qour

law books while
~ou still canlll

Terry'
Typing

rd

Finals are coming up and everqbodq's buqing everq studq

Processing

theq can get their hands on. If qou got old studq aids
from last qear. now is the time to put them on

,

consignment at the sen Used Bookstore. Ne II sell
anqthing, but remember. we get 20l.

• 12 years experience with law students
• Moot comt, long papers, memos, briefs, law review, rush jobs, editing,
transcription, proofreading, depositions, resume consulung & writing
• Five blocks from WMCL

I Know Bhw Bool,

Terry Haigh, owner

227..3607

Open 3-7pm, Mondaq thru Thursdaq
290-~37~
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A transgression
of decorum
Though the normal course of
alettertotheeditorsis to complain
unceasingly, I would like to
transgress the usual editorial de-

corum.
As a student on the William
Mitchellcampusfroml989tol99I,
I was fortunate to witness the
development and growth of the
Opinion from non-being to a
motley and amusing forum.
However, the present crew has
given it form and substance, and
each of the people who presently
work on the newspaper and have
continued to contribute to it should
beproudoftheiraccomplishment.
Good luck to each of you,
and the Law Review editors have
nothingonanyofyou with respect
to hard work and academic
achievement.
/IL O'Sulllnn Kane

Students are
being robbed
I

i

!

1
11

l

Students are being robbed of
the right to know at William
Mitchell, and the Opinion editors
are aiding the administration in
taldng away that right
For the second issue of the
Opinion, I submitted a copy of
theAssociationofAmericanLaw
Schools' May 20, 199lreportfrom
Betsy Levin. When it didn't appear in the paper, I called and
asked why. I was told the Opin-'
ion never received it. (Either the
editors are lying or there is a mailbox thief on the loose. WLSA
recently had two letters stolen out
ofitsmailbox.) Ithenresubmitted
the report for the next issue.
Margie Skelton, one of the
editors, called me and said she
could not print it because she had
talked to Dean Hogg and he said
it was confidential. That's strange
since it wasn't confidential when
he released it to the faculty on
May 29, 1991. But rather than
investigate whether or not it was
released as confidential, the
Opinion editors decided to accept
Dean Hogg' s word. After all, he
is the Dean!
If this report is confidential,
then why did SBA President
Deane Roe, in his column in the
last Opinion, indicate that the~
portisonreserveinthelibrary? If
it's confidential, doesn'tthatmean
it is available only to those to
whom it was specifically released? Putting items on reserve
in the library has always been a
favorite ploy of DeaB Hogg and
now, it seems, of Deane Roe, too.
They know most students will not
take the time to check it out and
readit But students will read it if
it is widely made available to
them through a distribution system similar to the Docket or
Opinion.
Students who have read the
report are shocked at the contents
and that it has not been made
available to them. For instance,
the report provides, "William
Mitchell College of Law has experiencedanumberof significant
problems in recent years, including:
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EDITORS 1 NOTE: The Opinion continues its published policy (Issue#I) ofrefusing to print anonymous letters,
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(a) governance issues
thathave been the source of much
discord and that have implicated
the role of the faculty in determining institutional policies;
(c) the development of
a widespread perception that the
College is an inhospitable place
for minorities, and to a certain
extent also for women;
(d) the adverse effects
of continued controversy over the
College's commibnent to diversity on the experience of minority
students and on members of the
faculty; and
(e) the creation of an
environment in which it is difficult
for faculty and students to focus
on thereal taskofleaming, teaching, and scholarship;"
The report goes on to state
that "serious doubt exists whether
William Mitchell College of Law
is in compliance with the obligations of membership ..."
Since this report and the
response(s) to it affect the accreditation of the school, and, ultimately, the future of every student who attends William
Mitchell, it is reach student's right
to see this report and have access
lo open communication with the
administration aboutit
Dean Hogg did make the
ABA report confidential, but one
wonders why. Why shouldn't
students have access to that report
as well as the AALS report? Is the
DeantryingtQhidesomething? Is
the report so damaging that the
Dean doesn't want students asking questions about the future of
this institution and the future of
their own legal educations?
This institution has serious
shortcomings and they start with
Dean Hogg. As a leader, he lacks
the knowledge of the power of
open communication, especially
when things are not going well.
However, as a leader, he knows
well how to play to the apathy and
1Dlwillingness to become involved
and speak out that plagues William Mitchell's student body.

Sue M. lllpe

The Editors
respond:
Extraordinary circumstances
demand extraordinary responses.
So, as Editors of The Opinion, we
believe four subjects need to be
immediately addressed in response
to Sue Nipe's above editorial.
First, The Opinion never received Sue Nipe's initial letter she
refers to in the secondparagraph of
her present submission. At that
time, Ms. Nipe called The Opinion
inquiring as to why we didn't publish the letter. We informed her that
we were unaware she submitted
anything and she promptly presented us with another copy (which
welaterdecidednottopublish). No
problem. We apologize for the inconvenience of providing The
Opinion with another copy of the
letter. We do regret that Ms. Nipe
resorled to accusing us of lying
instead of maturely accepting the
situation as a petty mishap.
Second, as to our alleged rob-

bing you of 'the right to know, ' the
letter Ms. Nipe refers to in this
submission isfrom theAALS and is
addressed to Dean Hogg. The
letter explicitly states that it is
confidential and may be made
publicifDeanHoggsowishes. We
met with Dean Hogg and he stated
that he distributed the letter to
members of the faculty (wlw, according to the AALS bylaws, have
an enumerated right to read the
letter) and that, outside of the
faculty and other authorized persons, he desired the letter to remain
rwn-public. The Opinion determined that this letter was the
property of Dean Hogg (it is addressed to him) and he is the only
rightful person able to autlwrize
its publication. The Opinion flatly
declines to publish other people's
mail without their consent
Third, The Opinion consulted
with Jennifer MuMings, Reserve
Document Administrator at the library, and determined the letter to
Dean Hogg from the AALS is neither on reserve, rwr has it ever
been on reserve. What is on reserve
is the College's official response
to the AALS letter to Dean Hogg.
Lastly, the whole incident
concerning the AALS letter has
been blown entirely out ofproportion. The letter has no effect on the
WMCL 'sABAaccreditation. What
may affect accreditation is theABA
reporl which has been kept confidential, which is not at issue here.
Perhaps Ms. Nipe shouldfocus her
information cover up attacks toward those subjects that properly
concern the WMCL community.
As Editors of the law school
newspaper, we are attempting to
balance newsworthiness, ethics,
and fairness. If we step on some
toes along the way, so be it. We
can'tsatisfyeverybodyallthetime;
indeed, we don't purporl to please
everybody all the time. We wish to
provide an accessible forum for
your thoughts and entertmnment,
rwt an instrument for harassment
basedonforminsteadofsubstance.

Th• Editor.: Margi•
Skelton, Kimberly Price, Mark
R.Azman

No more
diversity bashing
Like Margie Skelton, I'm
getting a little tired of"diversity
education" bashing. Why do we
needdiversityeducation? When
I hear the arguments against it. I
am reminded of my high school
counselor back in 1970. When I
applied to transfer to Central
Magnet High School and also a
part of the first class to be voluntarily bussed, she recoiled in near
horror: Sheasked, "Whydoyou
want to go there? You'll be beat
up in the.hall!" I heard similar
anxieties expressed by white
parents at the school board
meetings of the early seventies
justaftertheMinneapolis schools
were officially declared segregated. These parents were voicing their fear - fear of the unknown and fear of change. But
little has changed.
You disagree? Next summer, spend some time in the cab
ofmy long-nosedPeterbiltwhen
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I make the weekly trip from here
to California, as I have for the last
eight years, and listen to the comments of people who notice that a
womanisdriving. Feeltherevulsion at the groping of a warehouse workeron the elevator.Feel
the terror when a flatbed driver
tries tohitmycabwithhis trailer
wheels while yelling on the radio
thatwomenbelongathorile. Feel
the frustration at the laughing
flabby man demanding I do
physical labor beyond what any
man could do. Feel the disbelief
when the man, behind the
truckstop co1D1ter says, "No, we
don't have showers for women."
Feel .the anger at the woman on
the phone who says that. "No,
we're only hiring team drivers,"
which wasn't true, and the feeling
of elation of going straight to the
owner and becoming the first
woman driver in their fleet Feel
the rage when the private security
guard in Salinas, mistaking me
fora commercial beaver, demands
ID and will not let me walk down
the public street until I prove I am
a driver. Feel the desperation
when the scalemaster says he'll
shut me down for a burnt-out
headlight unless I go inside and
''keep him company."' Feel the
devastation when the terminal
manager's long promised recommendation for a job I'd 1D1officially been doing for over a year
goes instead to a man with no
experience. ''They'll never hire a
womanmanagerhere because the
last one filed a discrimination
claim," he said Feel the fury
when the shipper in Alabama refuses to load my truck because he
doesn't think women should
drive.. Too often, "that's what
you get for trying to do a man's
job."
I'm amazed at the number of
men who have paced my truck,
masturbating, usually first by the
trailer wheels (where they can see
in my mirror) and then by my
door (where I can see them).
Shocked and amused the first few
times, I then felt anger which
grew to rage. If they did not stop
after I honked, I would recruit
other drivers to help me box them
in and escort them off the high'way. Iftherewerenootherdrivers
nearby, I would put the leftblinker
on; let it flash a couple of times,
and run the sucker off the road.
I had accepted it all as part of
the pafuful price of earning a living, but as I recalled my experiences during the diversity session
this week, I wondered where I
found the strength to endure it
Just recounting the incidents
above has left me shaking with
rage and near tears. I've experienced harassment and discrimination in its crudest and virulent
forms, and it must stop.
This is why we need diversity training. We need to combat
inaccurate notions and stereotypes, and we need to provide a
safeandopenenvironmentwhere
the unknown can become familiar and comfortable. Diversity
education can do that. if you par-

ticipate.
I often suspect that many
people at WMCL lead insular
lives surrounded by mirror images of themselves. It is possible,
in Minnesota, to have reached
this stage of our education having
never lived in a racially or ethnically mixed neighborhood, never
attended a mixed school, never
known a friend or lover ofanother
background. For the most part,
this will not leave us ill-prepared
for the corporate world, for the
corporate world is much the same.
So what's the problem? The
problem is that people living.insular lives with no experience in
diversity often vehemently oppose diversity education. People
leading insular lives, with no
knowledge of other perspectives,
are too often in the position of
making decisions and setting
policy that the rest of us have to
live by. They have no concept of
the ravaging effects of these
policies as they do not live with it
day to day. They do not see
homeless people on the streets,
and they do not see the long lines
of families waiting for a meal at
thelocalchurch. Theyneverhave
people scavenging in their garbage cans. Have they ever experienced the glass ceiling, ever
tried to break in to a segregated
trade union, ever been unable to
get health care, or ever been
pushed into the supply room?
Diversity education may be
an effective way to. acknowledge
the effects of inaccurate notions
and stereotypes and begin to re. move them. It could establish the
environment necessary to open
outlets for everyone's skills, and
it could provide opportunities to
develop new ones. A more equitable distribution of the benefits
of our society might result. But
this is precisely what those who
oppose diversity education fear,
and they're right! They have a lot
to lose. They may lose a life of
unearned and unquestioned
privilege, wealth, and power
based on the color of their skin,
their social position, or their sex.
Oh.my!
Because of my experiences,
I take this struggle quite personally. I have little time for the
recycled argmnents against diversity education by those who
want the barriers of inequality to
remain in place. Ilong for the day
when artificial aDd unnecessary
hurdles are removed and we all
will compete on abilities and
merits alone. But until then, I'll
keep jumping. If you are one of
the people who puts hurdles in
place, keep an eye out for my
blinker, because this bitch on
wheels will run you off the road
and blow your doors off. The
world is a diverse place, and if
you do not want to accept it. that
is your problem. Do not attempt
to put the burden of your problem
on others.

Carol A. Or•rland
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The Apology

A year ago, a letter appeared in The Opinion which
raised some serious questions with respect to how students
at William Mitchell choose to interact with one another in
public forums such as SBA meetings. It ended on this note:
"Even adult law students _resort to childish behavior and
name-calling to get their own way. Grow up! The real
world requires team work and communication. Let's learn
how to cooperate and remain sensitive to others. Only then
can we be successful."
It would appear to me that a very small number of
students have not learned the lesson of "team work and
communication" but still "resort to childish behavior and
name-calling to get their own way." I am referring to
certain spokespersons for the Womyn Wci Law Students
Association. Their motto appears to be, "Whatever you
say, I'magin it'' or, "If you won't bend the rules to suit us,
the rules are irrelevant anyway because they only serve the
interests of white males."
·
The controversy last spring over SBA's funding, or
not funding, the bus trip to Shakopee is a case in poinL
WLSA described its preference policy as affirmative action; the SBA described it as discrimination. The report of
the investigation into SBA' s alleged discrimination pointed
out that "it does not appear that there is any affirmative
action plan which would apply to student organizations or
which was formally adopted by the SBA."
There are colorable arguments for an affirmative action policy as applied to student organizations, and there
are also colorable arguments against such a policy. I
suggest that the pointatwhich such arguments shouldhave
been advanced was when proposedchanges to the College's
discrimination policy were being openly debated for the
purposes of adoption. If proponents of affirmative action
cannot convince a majority of the student body that affirmative action in this context is warranted, then they cannot
later indulge in "reverse discrimination" in violation of the
policy and claim "But of course, everyone knows that
discrimination against males, or against whites, is not
discrimination."
WLSA's bottom-line position regarding the gender
preference for the trip to Shakopee seemed to be: ''Even
though the policy doesn't permit reverse discrimination,
we demand the right to discriminate against men-with
SBA funds. If you don't let us discriminate against men,
then you are discriminating against us and we will file
complaint against you."
Incidentally, a faculty member mentioned to me last
year that some activists at law schools have a tactic of
deliberately filing frivolous discrimination complaints
against those who oppose them. The purpose of such
complaints is to force the respondents to reveal on their bar
applications thatacomplaintwas filed, hopefully damaging
their chances for admission to the bar. I won't explicitly
assert that WLSA's discrimination complaint-or the
complaint referred to by Charles Constantine in his letterwas deliberately frivolous, but I do assert that it would be
difficult for a reasonable person to find a valid basis for
these complaints. At any rate, in both cases an impartial
factfinder decided that there was no discrimin.ation.
The most recent absurdity, however, is the controversy over the WLSA "constitution"-in whic::h the SBA
Board of Governors inexplicably gave in to pressure.
Perhaps they were jusi tired. I would like to resort to an
analogy in order to make my point
All ofusknow that the United States Constitution was
drafted by property-owning white males, some of whom
were also slaveholders, andlargelyreflected their concerns.
However, I am not aware that ari intelligent scholar of
constitutional law has ever argued that the perceived necessity for the United States to have a workable constitution of some kind was merely a "white male" concern, and
that (let us say) the Declaration oflndependence, without
the Constitution, would have provided a sufficient instrument of governmenL
Finally, I have noticed that one of the spokespersons
forWLSAhasbeenmakingapracticeofopenly"snubbing"
persons at William Mitchell who have openly disagreed
with her ideas. Perhaps she has forgotten that a year ago she
lenthername to an article in which she demanded, inter aim,
"the civility ~e all deserve." I can't help suspecting that
she is perhaps expressing her frustration at what may be her
intellectual and/or emotional inability to logically refute
the arguments of others with whom she disagrees.
I conclude on the note with which I began: "Even adult
law students resort to childish behavior and name-calling
to get their own way. Grow up!"
.
loweH J. Satre, Jr., CloH ol 199 J
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by Craig Shriver
I believe Dean Cabrerra' s letter last month entitled
"Response to Diversity ¢. Excellence," contained more
emotion than reason. I say this because it was, quite
frankly, inaccurate. It .contained a lot of meaningless
rhetoric, reached some unexplained conclusions, and added
nothing to the meaning of diversity. In the following
paragraphs, I shall try to reveal some _o f these inaccuracies
and unexplained conclusions.
Asserting that diversity does not contemplate quotas is
inaccurate. As recently as May, 1991, the Diversity Subcommittee of the College Comm.unity Relations Committee proposed that the College's Board of Trustees must
haveatleastonepersonofcoloroneachstandingcommittee.
That is a quota. It was proposed in the name of diversity.
Again, last fall, 1990, a memo was circulated listing
several methods purporting to increase the diversity on the
Board of Governors. It suggested that it be comprised of
at least fifty percent women, one gay, one lesbian, one
person differently abled, one black person, one Asian, etc.
That is a lot of quotas. They were proposed in the name of
diversity. Yet the dean's response to my article stated that
diversity, " ...is .NQI racial, gender, affectional, or any
other quotas [sic]." (emphasis original). The Dean's assertion notwithstanding, the evidence strongly suggests
that diversity contemplates quotas. Asserting otherwise is
inaccurate.
He also inaccurately implied that I believe thatpeople of
varying backgrounds do not deserve to be a the College.
Specifically, upon notingmypositionfavoringmerit-specific
admissions criteria, he reasons that it necessitates a pestilent
conclusion: " ...Sbriver...tells us...academicinstitutionsshould
rely on neutral, merit-specific criteria to guide their admissions policy. So, people of widely varying backgrounds, by
race, gender, affectional orientation, national origin, differing abilities,
not worthy of consideration...Oh fiei and a
pox on you, sir!" I never said that. Ineverimpliedit Itdoes
notrepresentmyviewatall. Andthedeannevershowedhow
itcould My articlesimplyarguedthatsincerace, gender, and
sexual preference do not reflect academic excellence or
worthiness,graduateschoolsshouldconsiderobjective,meritspecific criteria Indeed, I explicitly dismissed tying worth to
race, gender, or sexual affectation. Asserting otherwise is
inaccurate.
.
(But being fair to the dean, he may sincerely believe
that worth is tied to race, gender, or sexual affectation. And
he may have good reasons for doing so. He just hasn't
explained how).
The dean then goes on to describe the merit-based
selection process at the College to demonstrate how it
differs from the merit-specific process I advocate. He says
the College looks " ...to the completeness of a person's life
experience as having a clear, valid bearing on their merit as
candidates for eventual admission into the profession of
law." This is similar, if not identical, to my method based
on standards clearly relevant to academic merit. Both
methods look for academic merit: each selects applicants
who
survive law school's academic rigor. Both require objectivity: each use clear, valid criteria. But the
dean assures us that the college's system includes hlllllaD-

ity through diversity, while mine excludes humanity, period. How this difference operates remains unexplained.
And that was one point of my article: few have
explainedhow diversity operates. And thatisnotsurprising.
Diversity can operate in objectionable ways. Some have
even proposed that diversity should act to change society
by including people in stereotyped groups. For example, in
an extraordinary article entitled "Cultural Diversity: A
FactofLife," (]beAdyocate (Idaho); Oct '90; pp.11-12)
the author argues that the " .. .long established norms of the
all white male group must be modified to allow for differences associated with coloror gender." (p. 11). Familiar
rhetoric so far, but unlike many social commentators, the
author actually "identifies" group-specific attributes.
"Terms like outspoken, aggressive, competitive, and bold,"
apply to white men. "Compassionate, forgiving, intuitive,
quiet. and sensitive," apply to people of color. But being
an Hispanic, the author focuses on the " ...values and
behaviors known by [him] to be applicable to Hispanics."
He asserts that ''Modesty" applies to hispanics because
they discourage" .. .loud behavior that attracts attention...."
(id). He claims that "Hispanics are raised to be courteous
and respectful of others." (p. 12). Other Hispanic attributes
include "Autonomy," "Generosity," and "Moderation."
(p. 11). While he ackno~ledges exceptions, !J.e attributes
them to Hispanics who " ...have been Anglo-sized." (p.12).
In his article, the author has assigned attributes to broad
groups to reveal their differences. To be sure, they are
stereotypes. He argues wemustmodify society to allow for
such differences. Therefore, according to this man, diversity
entails modifying an environment with stereotyped groups.
While many argue that diversity exercises ''benign"
stereotyping, I would disagree. To many white, heterosexual
males, being labeled as "authoritarian," "aggressive,"
"domineering," "outspoken," and "old-boy networked," is
not benign at all. It is offensive. It is inaccurate. But
attributes applied to broad groups usually are inaccurate.
And that was another point of my article.
The dean's response ends with a lot of flamboyant
rhetori,c which, inmyopinion, adds nothing to the meaning
of diversity. Diversity, he says, is " ...recognizing that this
is no longer a white, male world or profession. It is
recognizing that not every 'A' student can be a lawyer, and
not every lawyer can be an 'A' student. ..Itis IS NOT the
exclusion of different thought, different appearance, different language, difference of any sort from our lives,
academic or otherwise. For it is in exclusion and elitism
that we become petty, narrow, bigoted, and useless...."
(emphasis original). While all this sounds admirable in the
abstract, diversity can not base itselfon platitudes. It needs
an articulated, persuasive plan describing how diverse
benefits will flow from an operable definition of diversity.
And that was the final point of my article.
Diversity is the new orthodoxy at the College. Dissenters are cursed and summarily dismissed as gravely
mistaken. But far from bashing diversity's admirable
goals, dissenters often point out very real questions facing
its practical implementation. Their. arguments do not
deserve scorn, curses, summary dismissal, or empty
platitudes. They deserve good answers.

by lgnatlus Udeanf
Anargmnentwasmadewithaconclusion that"diversity" and "excellence" are in dissonance with each other,
should in light of simple fairness, be considered as the
constitution of a fallacy of equivocation. The truth of the
above proposition is dependent on whether the reader
agrees with the m~g I impute to the term "reasoning."
I understand the term "reasoning" to mean a process of
thinking which attempts to show that a conclusion should
be accepted by those being addressed because there are
ood reasons for believing it. An argument is therefore a
g
· that has been put m
· wolids .
reasonmg
The purpose of this article is, in part, to remedy the
estionable impression that an article by Mr. Shriver left
the meaning of a concept as broad and as far-reaching
"di
·ty "Ialsohopethisarticlewillserveasthepulpit
:Om:~:himayreaddressthoseissuesthatuntilthewake
0 f Mr Shriver' s article had considered the issue of "diersitf' a matter of indifference. That is, those that do not
~ave a quarrel with "diversity'.' but who are not singing its
raises. ~ Opinion, Sept. 18, 1991, at 6, ~ - not in~luded).
Even though Mr. Shriver's arguments were thoughtfully made, they are nevertheless largely based on false
OCTOBER, 1991

·
· · th
premises. An example of su~~ _a f~e..JJ:l"errus~ is e
statement that the con~t of. diversity. ~ by i~ v~ry
nature flawed becaus~ [t]he~e is no defimllOn specifying
just what groups are diverse. Id. There~ not be s~ch
a definition, let alone ~ spec~~ one: :,o ~ve a specific
definition to what constitute~ diversi1! will o?,1y lead us
t? do .~~actly w~at Mr. S!1fiver consi~ers_ as_ constru;
uvely mappropriate. It will mean that mstit?tions tha~
not ~~t th~ criterio~ or standar~ of a given s.~ftc
defmition will be ~nsi~red as bem? oppos~ to diversity" without consideration to otherwise
factors as
. . relative
.
to why the com~si_tion of those mstituti_?ns are the way
that they are. Institutions that may be working hard towards
addressing questio~s of "diversity" but who for o~e reason
or another cannot live up to The Great Expectations of a
given specific defmition,_ w~ prej~di~: Such is th~
legal way to say that suchmstituttons will be stereotyped
as being stringently oppo~ _to "d~versity" or even as
"diver~ity" m~ngers, th~ ~Jecti~e_bemg solely dependent
on which specific de~tio~ a cnttc chooses to adop~
. The concept of "~versity" do_es not deal e_xclusively
with numbers. Whemtdoesdealwithnumbers,itbecomes
See SENSE, page 9
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IL in a nutshell: grades and legal writing
by Candace C. Cunningham
Pleasedon'ttellmenottoworryaboutmygrades.Justshy
ofblasphemy, itis laughable from another student; and patronizing from professors who can obviate my worries by sound
preparation not well meaning but useless platitudes. Lets get
honest, short of determining the gender of my first born child
my first year grades at William Mitchell control my destiny.
The law school experience is not some aristotelian endeavor or
a walk up Maslow' s pyramid. It is a vocational experience and
I would find it hard to believe that my peers are here to attain
mediocrity. Yes, rd like to be the best that lean be and l' d like
to LEARN some of this stuff but what I really want is to get a
job. I came to law school not just to become a lawyer but to
becomealawyerwithajob. Takingthebarexammaybereally
special but passing won't mean a lot without the career I think
should follow.
Society's best efforts have determined my abilities are
measurable by letter. I didn't ask for the standard but I am
certainly not going to pretend it is not the end-all and be-all
because, in the final analysis, I ammy grades. Without starting
my own firm: on good looks alone, and unless I want to spend
$70,000.00 to study ten hours a day in an effort to get C's so I
can eke out a living on contingency in some backwater flea
bitten hamlet advertising in seersucker suits to accident victims,

I need good grades. Reviewing that last sentence and my
apparent inability to make it short and clear brings legal writing
to mind. Although it shouldn't, since everybody knows that
writing and LEGAL WRITING are related only by semantic.
"Who and what art thou, oh execrable shape, that darest,
though grim and terrible, advance thy miscreated front athwart
my path to yonder gates?" Thou: art Legal Writing. Johnny
can't write. But neither can his 14 classmates. Johnny can't
write the best though so be gets an 8. Jane writes well. But her
14 classmates write really well. Jane gets a 2. Jo~y gets a B.
JanegetsaD. Now,thatseemsfair. OK,solifeisn'tfair. But
that's not the point Agaiµ, this is a vocational exercise, rm
trying to learn a skill not swallow the rather speculative nature
of life's ethics. My legal writing professor's response to a
recent demand of mine for information was, "I'm not going to
say that because you'll hold me to it". DAMN RIGHT rLL
HOLD YOU TO IT, YOU'RE THE TEACHER. If my
contracts professor says that an offer creates the power of
acceptance in an offeree, you can be sure he'll bold ME to it.
I should be able to expect no less from a professor.
But legal writing has its advantages. The epistemological
method is novel and I can't imagine why the law schools at
Harvard and the University of Minnesota haven't adopted it.
What faster way is there to get a student to become desperate

for knowledge than to pass judgement on him before he
possesses the requisite skills; and, use a grading standard(that
of a practicing attorney), as interpreted by part-time faculty,
that the student will not reach for three years?
The assessment and instruction process is in large part
subjective; more importantly, it is inconsistent across the
sections and therefore fundamentally unfair, In addition;
because the inquiry is graded simultaneous to the acquisition
of the required skills, those same skills may become as arbitrary as the grade. Am I being taught a uniform standard of
legal writing that. will withhold _scrutiny across a variety of
judicial venues; or, aml writing/learning to satisfy the preference
of a point of view unique to a part-time faculty member?
I have heard that at the end of the year the grading
inconsistencies will disappear in some miraculous wielding of
the bell curve. Magical mathematics does not a just system
make. It is an artificial answer, a band-aid on the grading
problem and a blind eye to the learning problem. The best
response to my particular outrage will be the nature of the beast
itself. Yes, the subject matter of legal writing lacks the same
discipline and objectivity found in substantive law courses
and, as such; cannot be graded with the same non-subjective
standards. Agreed. So don't grade it.

The first steps to putting an end to minority student organizations
by Ignatius Udeanl, W,• Pnsldnl BUA
The Black Law Students and other Student organizations
have not been able to carry out their functions because Mr.
Jambor seems to be taking advantage of his position. The
position in this case is the office of Treasurer for the S.B.A. It
seems to me that Mr. Jambor says one thing and practices
another. Mr. Jamborstated that all Student Organizations have
to do to get funds from the S.B.A. is to submit a Constitution
and that the entrails of the Constitution will be sufficient if it
states how one can beco~ "a member and an officer(" ...")
and we will be done with all the unnecessary politics." We will
not get done with all the unnecessary politics as long as Mr.
Jambor remains the politician.
Delinda Hastie (President B.L.S.A.) did submit a copy of
the B.L.S.A. Constitution to Mr. Jambor. The response from
Mr. Jambor is that B.L.S.A. will not receive a dime from the
S.B.A. because its Constitution is discriminatory. Discrimination cannot exist without a backing of Power. There is
absolutely no way that one can show that a small organization
for black law students can be discriminatory.
There is a difference between a goal that discriminates

and a purpose that is intended to dispriminate. B.L.S.A. bas,
as one of its goals, to foster a sense of mutual help and
encouragement among black law students. Any discriminationisonlyincidentaltothegoalthatonlythosethatcareabout
the interest of black students can become a member or hold an
office. B.L.S.A. was never formed with the sole purpose of
excluding anyone. Everything is discriminatory depending on
what the person understands the term discrimination to mean.
This issue reminds me of a hockey touman;ient that the SBA
sponsor~lastyear. Eventhoughldidnot think then nor now,
that the purpose was discriminatory. I though to myself that I
will be shocked if one of the black students came to me and
said: ''Iggy guess what! rll be playing in the school's hockey
team." The issue that raised some concern was a statement by
... person that the hockey tournament was not discriminatory
against women because women always had the choice of
cheerleading in the sidelines. "Discrimination" is one of those
words that is used so much with so little appreciation for what
it means.
All the students of this institution paid a $10.00 fee as SJ3A
membership requirement. Being a member of the SBA does

Open season on individuals must stop
•Y Sue IL Nlpe

·

rm not sure when it started, but it's got to stop! For too
long it bas been open season on certain individuals, mostly
members of underrepresented groups at William Mitchell, and
the underrepresented groups themselves.
Ithinkitprobablystarteddecadesago-whenmembersof
the board of trustees, administration, faculty and students slept
through, bypassed, or dismissed kindergarten. They did not_
learn everything they needed to know. They did not learn how
to share their toys and that very basic concept has led to severe,
intimidating, threatening and demeaning attacks on feminists,
gays and lesbians and people of color at William Mitchell.
When these individuals who did not learn how to share
their toys in kindergarten grew up (physically, but not emotionally, spiritually or intellectually), they also did not know
how to transfer that concept to sharing their power or sharing .
other tangible and intangible resources in their lives, including
wealth, education, and prestige, as well as basics like food,
clothing and shelter.
It is indisputable that the white race and the male gender
control the wealth and power in this country. That, in and of
itself, is not bad What is inhumane is the lack of willingness
on the parts of those two privileged groups to share their wealth
and power with others. This country's heritage is built on
reachiogouttothoselessfortunate. Weknewhowtoreacbout
atone time, but no more. Now when we reach out, itis to twist
the logic on why whites and males are being persecuted.
Persecution is not the issue; the issue is whether or not the
ruling race and gender are willing to share.
Examples of not willing to share are abundant at William
Mitchell (l) A car belonging to someone at William Mitchell
for the past two years bas the bumper sticker "Straight P-ower."
This is intimidating and demeaning to gays and lesbians and
humane heterosexuals. (2) An adfor<3regory hair loss me(hod
was placed anonyioously in the Womyn Law Students Association mailbox. This is intimidating and demeaning to feminists and other humane women and Dll,!O. (3) When some
women have been willing to speak out, they have been labeled
irrational. This is intimidating and demeaning to those individual women and to other humane women and men. (4) One
student, wbendiscussinganlndianwelfarerightscaseinclass,
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wondered aloud ifhe put feathers in his hair ifhe could collect
welfare, too. This is intimidating and demeaning to Native
AmericansandtootherhumaneAmericansofanyheritage.(5)
One professor distributed a memo wondering whether or not
students of color had as much right as other students to be at
William Mitchell. This is intimidating and demeaning to
students of color and other humane students. (6) One female
student was physically threatened l>y a male student This is
intimidating and demeaning to that student, to women and to
other humane people. And the list goes on and on and on. What
must it take to stop such intimidating, demeaning, harassing,
threatening behavior? Will a woman be attacked? Will a gay
or lesbian be attacked? Will a cross be burned on the lawn?
What's next? One would have thought those in power at
William Mitchell would have received a strong message when
the Minnesota Supreme Court disciplined former Dean Peters
for sexually harassing women on campus. Matter of Discipline
of Peters. 428 N.W.2d 375 (1988). One would also .have
thought those in power at William Mitchell would have received a strong message when the Minnesota Human Rights
Department found in favor of Mary Dean that there was
probablecauseregardingretaliationagainsther. MaryE. Dean
v. WilliamMitcbell CollegeofLaw. March 9, 1990. One would
have thought those in power at William Mitchell would have
received a strong message when the only African-American
woman boardoftrusteesmember(Dr.JosieJobnson) and only
African-American woman faculty member (Professor Chris
Jones) both resigned within months of each other. One would
haye thought those in power at William Mitchell would have
received a strong message when the Association of American
Law Schools stated in their report of May 20, 1991 that this is
an inhospitable lace for students of color and some woJJJen. l
keep thinking that surely these are not unintelligent life-forms
guiding the institution. I'd like to keep thinking that, but the
evidence leads me to conclude otherwise.
The whites and males tliat lead the board of trustees,
administration and student body are not alien b eings, but they
are, indeed, alien to the concept of sharing with others. I
understand that there are many people who have graduated
from William Mitchell and who are cunently attending William Mitchell who feel they have not been discriminated
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not accord to anyone the right to act in ways that suggest telling
students just how their money can be spent. The semester is
almost coming to an end and yetB.L.S.A. bas not been able to
do anything due to lack of funds. Students were not given a
choice as to whether they preferred not paying the $10.00 SBA
due. It follows suit that when the organizations (to which
students belong) come to get funds, that they should not be
cross-'examined and accused of being discriminatory. I suppose the <40swer to this issue_.is simple. If by the end of this
semester Mr. Jambor does not change the way that his office
acts, then B.L.S.A. will appeal to the administration to consider B.L.S.A. as withdrawn from the S.B.A. ff the administration grants the appeal, then members ofB.L.S.A. or those that
will like to join will pay their $10.00 directly to B.L.S.A. In
page 64 of The 1991-1992 Student Handbook is the statement
that "SBA dues are payable at the time of registration at the
beginning of fall and spring semesters. These SBA dues are
used for Hachey Commons im1>rovements. svorts activities.
SBA administrative needs, and distributed to students organizations," period. B.L.S.A. is a student organization. ~page
66, 1991-1992 Student Handbook.

against, harassed, intimidated, physically threatened, or retaliated against Andi hope that never happens to them. However,
there is a significant minority of people who have had such
experiences. ff even one student receives a lesser education
because they feared to-walk into this institution, then it is time
to look at what causes that fear and do something about it
Talk is cheap; actions' speak louder than words - cliches,
but useful cliches. We are tired of hearing that people are
committed to diversity when we see divisive, hateful actions.
We are all tired We all have lives outside this institution.
We all want to leave behind the stresses associated with law
school, curl up in our cocoons and shut out the rest of the world.
But are we willing to do so at the expense of basic, human
dignity? I know it takes courage to speak oat against a racist.
sexist, homophobic or elitists comment, but if one person does
it, others will follow. We owe it to each other to stop putting
up with the trash that continues to pollute an environment from
which we should .llll be able to benefit, not just the privileged
majority.
I will graduate in June. I will be hooded by two close
friends, both graduates. We have supported each other during
some of the worst years of our lives - those here at William
Mitchell. When I walk across the stage to receive my diploma,
I cannot in good conscience shake the bands of the Dean and
theCbairmanoftheBoardofTrustees. Todo so would betray
every value I embrace. To do so would mean that I would be
thanking them for what I have achieved. I have achieved my
law school education in spite of the Dean and the Chairman of
the Board of Trustees. I believe they have consciously put
obstacles in the way of the success of many students who have
graduated from William Mitchell. For that, I am angry and
,disappointed at two men who have taken their positions of
power and leadership and misused them.
Perhaps my respect for those in power at WilliamMitchell
and those in power in the legal field will someday be restored,
but because of the damage that bas been done to so many who
have come through WtlliamMitchell, that will take a long ti.Ire
for me, if ever.
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SENSE, from page T
imperative that a favorable base be created for
those "numbers" to operate as a function of
"diversity." Professing acceptance of "diversity'' on the one hand and being poetically
critical of it seems to me so allegorical to the
seeds that were sown on sandy soils.
I do apprecia1e the point that "[a]n academic instibJtion, asacenterforthe objective,
genuine pursuit of knowledge, must remain a
neutral consonant. .." Id. Butas~.Margie
Skelton very well articulat.ed, "Our society
focuses on race, sex or c~ first and qualifications or individual achievement second."
~ Opinion, Oct. 18, 19'JI, at 6 (Q)Js.. not
included). In any
Mr. Shriver's proposition cannot be considered as a final determination, when often, our hopes and motives
seem so far removed from that of others
(different in kind, belief or lifestyle), that
between "them" and "us"thereseems to stretch
a gulf too wide for even a spirit to cross.
Coming back to the issue of needing a
specificdefinitionof"diversity." Isupposeas
an example that I'll "know" a dog if I see one.
Dogs are supposed to be quadruped, shorter
than humans, not too friepdly with cats and
have a tendency to bark at or take the extreme
route of biting those that are foreign to them.
I wonder if this is a stereotype of dogs. We
shouldnothave to be "Bo" toknow "diversity"
when we sense iL Mr. Shriver' s argument
should have leaned towards creating more
room for discussion by making a "potential"
conclusion rather than an "actual" one.
As a fourth premise, Mr. Shriver stated
that "[t]he goal of diversity appears to be
proportional representation." Id, As to tliat I
~ say that in a democratic society such
should not be considered as asking for too
much. That is simply a manifestation of
giving to Caesar what acblally belongs to
Caesar. "Diversity"isnotaprospectofwhich
the chiefconstibJentis, as Mr. Shrivertaintsit,
"[a] politically-charged quota proposition in
disguise ..." ht.
I do have the sense that nobody deserves
less than he or she is given. Yet this does not
disallow me from giving considerat,ion to the
fact that in the past, and sometimes today,
womenandminoritieshavereceivedlesswhen
they had acblally deserved a lot more. I
suppose it is only fair to say that the burden of
proofis on the one who feels thatheor she has
been robbed of everything by the so-called
reverse-discriminatory tendency of "diversity."Therehaslatelybeenagrowingtendency
of weighing and dissecting "diversity." Past
critics of diversity have lately become the
poets. It has made it difficult to dilferentiate
the,critics from the poets and the poem from
the prose. The general inclination of the
critics is to regard ,"diversity'' as having no
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relation to their lives except as the relation
between a critic and the thing being criticiud.
Given the broad and expansive scope of
the implications of the, meaning of "diversityt I should say that I find Mr. Shriver's
conclusion as only an effort at verbal persuasion. IfMr. Shriver's argument is politically
and logically ''correct'' in staling that a "construct'' and a "stereotype" are both flawed
because they have thedisposition toprejudice,
thmheshouldnothaveusedpremisesthatare
dependent on "constructs" and "stereotypes"
to COiiie up with what is essentially demonstrativeconclusion. I have the impression that
a critical analysis of diversity should be followed by nothing but specific allegations of
its shortcomings.
There is not a consequential dilference
betweena"construct''anda"stereotype."Mr.
Shriver' s article ironically agrees with the
above proposition instating that single "black''
:women in their mid twenties living in atlanla
is a manageable "construct" while_"all males"
is a "stereotype." Single African-American
women in their twenties living in Atlanta
cannot be considered as a manageable constructwhen they arecharacterized withrespect
to education, religion, wealth, opinion,
lifestyle, and background For Mr. Shriver to
consider themas amanageable "construct" is
another way to deprive the word "construct''
of its fair and simple meaning.
"Diversity"basnotbeenshownork:nown
to be a setback to any ~tibJtion. When all is
said and done the question will not be on what
basis a person got into law school but rather
what difference the person made after law
school. There is nopointin considering others
as less intelligent or as less qualified to be in
law school. It comes down to doing the very
best that we can while wearehereandafterwe
get out of here. We are all an intelligent
assembly of men and women.
To conclude I will like to make reference
to a speech that was given by Julian Bond at
WilliamMitchell Co}!egeofLawonFebruary
28th 1991 as part of the school's Diversity
Week.
"[T]heir less than subtle message is that
including blacks and women excludes quality'' when "[t]he truth is that equality requires
an increase in unwanted competition ("...").
They argue that the civil rights laws of the
1960' s eliminated all discrimination, that the
playing field is now level, that_every contestant stands equal at the starting line. 'That
some contestants have no shoes, that others
find their legs gripped by heavy baggage from
the past, and that an advantageous few begin
theraceatthefinishlineisofnoconsequence
to these champions of the new order. The

tutionaJLaw TheFreeExerciseCJause; The
Supreme Coun avoids Strict Scrnt:iny.and ttie
''Compellin2 Govermnental Interest" Test
Empioyment:Division,DepartmenfotHmnan
Resom:res v. Smith, no s. ct 1595 (1990) &

movement of today suffers not from its imagined excesses, but from the lies and distortions
of its opponents. They tell us discrimination
against the minority is not a problem; society
mustprotectitselffromdiscriminationagainst
the majority instead.· They tell us school
teachtnandunemployedmothersare "special
interests." They tell us civil rights remedies
produce a civil wrong. They tell u&class, not
race. produces racial inequality, that culblre,
not color, separates black from white. They
tell us America is colorblind, but a recent
national survey tells us the majority of whites
believe that blacks and Hispanics prefer welfare to "'.Orie, are lazier than whites, and are
more prone to viQlence, less intelligent and
less patriotic." Bond, A Perspective on the
Status of Diyersity in the United States. 17
#Wm. Mitchell L. Rev. #419, 427 (1991).
The impression I got from reading Mr.
Constantine's article is that he believes quite
adamantly in his views. His views or the
manner in which he expresses them should
not prevent those of us who disagree with
them, from looking at the broad picture. By
the broad picblre I mean how favorable an
environment W.M.CL. is for women and
minoritiestostudyorwOik. Idoappreciateall
the efforts that the Administration is making
to make that possible. I'll also like·to express
my appreciate to _the authors ·and William
MitchellLaw Reviewforthefollowingarticles
that were devoted to the issues of diversity:
Bond, A Perspective on tbe Present Status of
Diversity in th¢ United States & OlmsteadRose, Hate Yioieru;e; Symptom of Prtjudice
& CQDiJDent, The Indel)endentDeveicmment
of Civil Ridits in Minnesota; I849-I9IO &
Ejebe, Set-AsidePro1WPPsinMinnesota: The
EffectsofRicbmondv,CrosonCo, &Nickolai,
lmplementinK Croson; AwlYin2 illoiru< to
theExctus~ve and Conclodin& the Obvious &

Cmnnent,Anti--Di§friroinatjonLaw::::;Sexual
HarassmentandRattezy; MuruaUy Exclusive

Remedie,5 for Indq,endent Harms::=-Wiriz v,
KipneyShoeCmp., &Comment, QyilRi2hts
La\Y=Nl Awlication of the Dynamic Approach to Statotm:ylntm>fetation Patterson
Y, McLean Credit Union. Please note that

tbesearticlescan befoundinl7#Wm.Mitchell
L. Rev.# 419, 419-694 (1991).
with due respect to discussions that may
be ongoing between the School and any entity
I should say that I salute the Administration
for the efforts that it is making in the area of
diversity. The Profs. that I have this semester
have given me a renewed sense of belonging.
On each occasion that I have approached
anyone of them with a question they have
answered them to the fullest and have often
gone as far as setting up a tiµle that I·can come
in and talk to them if I had further questions.
That is what matters and I do appreciate that
sense of commitment to devotion. I should
also say that the people at Swdent Services
and Career Services are doing the good job of
addressing the interest of everyone and I may
also say ,that the Swdents mean it when they
say "THANK YOU."
Ifthisarticleshouldserveathirdpurpose,
it should be that of reminding the reader that
he or she by "finding room'' to accommodate
"diversity," will move WM.CL. closer to the
day when it will be used as a model to show
other instibJtions that "Diversity" is as good
an idea as the freedoms that the CONSTITUTION confers to each one of us.

Note, Same-Sex Mamage; A Reyjew &
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Have you ever wondered what happens
to those faculty evaluation forms you complete at the end of every course? Have you
ever ~anted access to past forms to help you
decide on a professor or course prior to
registration?
To answer the first question, the forms
are collected by the Dean of Academic Affairs and tabulated Each course is compiled
on one sheet giving the totals for each
questionontheform,andwhattherespooses
by Deana M. Roe
were, i.e.,howmany 5' s, etc. The comments
made on the forms are not included on the
tabulation sheet, but are retained on the original forms.
The tabulations are then used as part of the faculty review process. This may have a
bearing on tenure, compensation, or retention depending upon the stabJs of the respective
faculty member. Foratenuredprofessor, theonlypossibleimpact would be for compensation
considerations. For adjunct, the main impact would likely be on retention.
These forms are also given to the SBA. What we at the SBA do with these is try to make
them available to the sbJdents.
- ·
After considering what could be done in the way of statistical analysis, and then
publication of the results in the Qpinion, it was decided that the best thing to do would be
to make the forms available via the reserve desk in the Library.
With registration coming up~for those of you who have a few different options you're
considering, you will find it helpful to take a look at these evaluations to see what previous
students thought
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The Environmental and Natural Resources Law Society
by Danlel R. Berg
TheEnviromnentalandNaturalResourcesLaw Society
invites all William Mitchell College of Law (WMCL)
students to join us and participate Society sponsored events.Prepare yourself fora growing field oflegal practice. Enjoy
Society-sponsored guest speaker presentations. Help .toin
us in lobbying tbe WMCL administration to expanct,be
environmental and natural resources curriculum.
Several other U.S. law schools are retooling their
curriculums to provide students with an emphasis in environmental law, accordingtoElizabethM.Fowlercolumnist
fortheN.Y. Times. Many second and third year law school
programs are focusing curriculum specializ.ation in areas
like environmental law, corporate law, public law, and
international law. Specialization makes ~w graduates

tal liability, and to obtain environmental pemrlts.
A small number of environmental lawyers practice
environmentalist law. Environmentalist lawyers see their
work as fighting for socially responsible canses. Environmentalist attorneys are driven by commitment rather than.
high salaries. Environmentalist lawyers many times take
on cases for clients who cannot afford to pay their fees.
They get their fees awarded by the court. Roles o f ~
dme allow granting attorney feesu a suit produces a public
benefit Obtaining ~ for public benefit often .requires·
extensive litigation. Few environmentalist lawyers can
su:ppQrt themselves without also taking paying clients.

Friends of the Boundary Waters
Wilderness, et al., vs. F. Dale Robertson, et-al.

Changes in Wetlands
Law and Regulations:
1990 and Beyond

by Todd Guerrero
This past March, U.S. Federal District Judge James
Rosenbaum, district of Minnesota, held court before a
packed Oppenheimer Courtroom on cross motions for
partial summary judgment in Friends of The Bmmdacy
Waters WilderneM,; et al,, y. F, Dale Robertson, et al. The
motions, only one of several lawsuits heard that day at
Mitchell, allowed students to observe courtroom practice.
Plaintiffs area group ofnon-profitorgani7.ations. Their
action wasforjudicialreview, pursuant to tbeAdministrntive
Procedure Act, of a final decision by the Chief of the U.S.
Forest Service not to terminate motorized portages in the
Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness. Defendant Dale
Robertson is the Chief of the U.S. Forest Service, and
defendant Edward Madigan is Secretary of Agriculture.
The Forest Service, an arm of the Department of Agriculture, is responsible for the management of the Superior
National Forest, in which lies the Bollildary Waters Canoe
Area The Boundary Waters, worldrenownforitscanoeing
experience, is a designated wilderness area in northeastern
Minnesota.
Plaintiffs sought an order declaring that defendants
have acted illegally in allowing the continued operation of
three motorized portages and by allowing permanent manmade structures to exist in the Bollildary Waters Canoe
Area. Plaintiffs also sought a permanent injunction enjoining
the use of those motorized portages and the eHmination of
the permanent structures.
The BollDdary Water Canoe Wilderness Act prohibits
the use of motor boats in all but a few of the lakes within the
Boundary Waters. The Act also specifically reserved for

Wednesday, November 13, 1991
Radisson Hotel South, Bloomington, MN
Sponsored by

BRIGGS & MORGAN and BRAUN
INTERTEC ENVIRONMENTAL, IN(;.
The seminar is free.
Registration begins at 1:00 pm.
Reception to follow at 4:45 p.m.

Environmental Review in
Minnesota: The Role of
the Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS)
Local environmental law attorneys will
discuss their views, concerns and outlooks
regarding the effectiveness of EIS requirements.

8:30 p.m., November 14, 1991.
Library Conference Room

UPDATE:

John Herman
LEONARD, STREET & DEINARD

•

ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
Greg Downing
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
(EQB)
All are encouraged to come.
Sponsored by the Environmental and Natural
Resources Law Society
PAGE 10

ents to help them find ways to share liability for superfund

cleanups, to take preventative steps.to reduce environmen-

UPDATE:

hno•nce. .nt

Allen Mitchell

more marketable. In order to be more effective, lawyers,
should have a working knowledge of the temlinology used
by expert witnesses .in specialized areas of the law.
Society sponsored events provide an opportunity to
meet Attorneys practicing in this growing field. Opportunities for environmental lawyers are expect.ed tocontinueto
increase in the mo·s, according to the New Jersey Law
Journal. Lawfumscoasttocoastarecompetingforlawyers
with experience in environme.ntalla:w. The demandis great.
but the supply of experienced practitioners is short. Law
firms compete with each other fur environmental attorney
staff from Stare and Federal attorney general offices.-Ftnns
also steal experi~ced environmental lawyers from other
fums. Large firms even acquire small environmental firms
to meet their needs.
Most environmental lawyers work for corporate cli-

-

Exxon Valdez

by Todd Guerrero

In what seems to be a final chapter in the Exxon Valdez
oil disaster of March 1989; a federal judge has approved the
recent settlement between Alaska, the United States and
Exxon Corporation. On October 8, 1991, Federal District
Judge Russel Holland accepted the settlement which requires Exxon to pay $1.25 billion in criminal penalties, civil
damages and restitution.
Many environmentalists were surprised and dismayed
that Judge Holland accepted this settlement as it closely
resembles the settlement thatherejected back in April, 1991.
"It's cheaper for oil companies to buy politicians, build
single hull and bottom ships, spill oil, and then pay settle-
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future determination by the Secretary of Agriculture whether
or not the motorized portages (e.g., use of pickup trucks)
servicing these lakes should continue to exist Judge
Rosenbaum centered his analysis aro1JDd the word "feasible." Section 4(g) of the Bollildary Waters Act requires
the Secretary to terminate all motorized portages "unless
the Secretary determines there is no feasible nonmotorized
means of transporting boats ...."
Plaintiffs argued that the word "feasible," in the context of a wilderness setting, means "possible." Relying on
evidence to support them, they asserted that the use of
portage wheels are a feasible and viable means to transport
the motorboats. Defendants argued that the Chiefs decision to consider health and safety concerns in his reading of
the word "feasible" was permissible and rational. Defendants introduced evidence supporting their claim that only
the hardiest of individuals could regularly transport the
motorboats across the portages using only portage wheels,
thus precluding law students and other like slouches from
making use of the portage wheels. (One of the portages is
four miles long)., Thus, they argued that "feasible" more
likely meant "reasonable."
Judge Rosenbaum follDd the latter more persuasive.
He found that "feasible" as "more properly thought of as
'reasonably convenient or usable"' and that the Chiefs
decision not to terminate motorized portages was neither
arbitrary and capricious, and abuse of discretion, nor otherwise contrary to law.
Plaintiffs intend to appeal the decision.
Note: The Order ofJudge Rosenbaum, August~ 1991,
File No. 4-90-8, served as the basis for this article.

ments like this rather than operate in an eco conscience,"
says Mark Flanum, a law clerlc worldng in Alaska for a
Seattle-based firm involved in remaining litigation. The
settlement calls for an additional $75 million in criminal
penalties and restitution. $12 million of that will be deposited into the Norther American Wetlands Conservation
F1JDdforwet1and protection in the U.S., CanadaandMe:xico.
The civil settlement requires Exxon to pay to Alaska
$900 million over the next ten years. Use of the funds will
go to cleanup and restoration of the areas and economies
affected by the spill.
The settlement does not preclude private parties from
the right to sue Exxon.
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Don't study for this ...

their Jazz/Blues music. The downsides are, that there's a
cover of a couple of bucks and everyone scampers around
trying to fmd a seat as far away from the band as possible.
They are very loud.
On a given Friday or Satmday night, it becomes a
Y
E PH EN IE LL YI disco-dance club in which leather mini-skirted girls and
loose shirted bib-wearing guys try to prove the point that
Minnesotans can't dance.
"It must be happy hour somewhere in the world"
Surely the enjoyment on these nights is sitting as close
-Johnathen Higgins
to the dance floor as possible and watching a thing I call the
"high-school mixer jump in a circle dork dance." This
LYON'S PUB 781 Grtind Ive. 222•1717
involves 4 or 5 couples dancing in a circle apparently trying
Lyon's isa bar that tries very hard to be every bar. At to prove who can kick the highest (or is that Who's the
its basic, it's a warehouse pub that serves pint mugs of drunkest?!).
imported, domestic, and local micro-brewery beer. But
In theend,Lyon' s proves to be a diverse bar well worth
depending on the day of the week it can be many other bars. a visit Its ability to fit the needs and personalities of many
When a major sporting even is on, it's a sports-bar- different clients explains in a large part its popuJarity. Its
complete with overpriced appetiz.ers, a television at every ability to gauge me form.any dollars explains why I only go
vantage point, an electronic sports ticker-tape (updating there occasionally. And, its ability to change explains why
everything you wanted or didn't want to know), and short . it always surprises me.
mustached 35 year-olds walking around in undersizl?(l
softball uniforms.
BILLY'S ON GRAND 157 Grand Ave. 292•9140
If it's Tuesday, Lyon's becomes a roadhouse with
Billy's is not the bar it used to be. Whether the change
Mick Sterling and the Stud Brothers rocking the joint with has been in the bar or in me, is hard to tell. The bar really

Bar Review

CM·MM•M,1Mlia s,

The Whereas and lherefores
of Christmas Carols
· Submitted•, Uta Hlkhcock

.

"has changed with an addition of a patio. When there's not
25 inches of snow on the ground, the patio is a great hangout
for happy hour. Billy's has good appetizers and a pitcher
deal.

Another big change is they don't seem to employ any
waitresses anymore'. This isn't wholly true but the last time
I was there I waited 30 minutes to get a waitress and another
-20 to get served. This may not be the case every day, but it
left an impression.
Billy's is at its best when you are there with a large
group of people. On either the patio, in the booth area, or
back at the pool tables, Billy's provides an easy-going,
conversation inducing atmosphere. People go to Billy' sfor
happy hour and stay there until they decide what other bar
or club they want to spend their night at
The bar and mall seem to be constantly under construction, making parking inconvenient A steady steam of
hippie Macalester students handing out information about
poetry readings can be interesting or annoying depending
upon your temperance.
The most telling thing about both Lyon's and Billy's
comes from a real estate maxim which says the three most
important things about property are "Location, Location,
Location." Billy's and Lyon's are close to school which
makes parking and decisions. easy. Both are over-priced,
but hey, welcome.:t£t the city! Both,can be-1*Ddingly
trendy, but, hey who cares? And both can be gone to in one
night. I like that
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BY DONNA .MUELLNER
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Editor's Note: We all know that lawyers generally speak and write in a language most of us do not
understand. But is it possible they have gone completely bonkers and changed some of our familiar
Christmas songs into "legalese" too? See if you can figure out the correct titles.

I. Move hitherward the entire assembly of those who are loyal in their belief.

Elation
The feeling
Knowing you've
Done your

best

0 COME AIL YE FAITHFUL

2.Listeo, the celestial messengers produce harmonious sounds.
HARK THE HERALD ANGELS SING

3.Nocturnal timespan of unbroken quietness.
SILENT NIGHT

4.An emotion excited by the acquisition or expectation of good given to a terrestrial sphere.
JOY TO THE WORLD

5.Embellish the interior passageways.

The sense
Of achievement
Making all
The failures

forgotten

Making life
Fmallyseem

worthwhile

DECK THE HALLS

6.12 o'clock on a clement night witnessed its arrival.
__ fl..CAM.E UP,ON A MIDNIGl!XCLEAR., .,,

7.The Christmas preceding all others.
THE FIRST NOEL

8.Small municipality in Judea, southeast_of Jerusalem.
() LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM

9.The diminutive masculine master of skin covered percussion cylinders.
LITTLE DRUMMER BOY

IO.Omnipotent supreme being who elicits respite to ecstatic distinguished males.
GOD REST YE MERRY GENTLEMEN

II.Tranquility upon the terrestrial sphere (just a phrase-no song).

Conllnulty
The lines
run back
and forth

neverending
til the
page
itself

ends.

PEACE ON EARTH

12.0bese personification fabricated of compressed mo1D1ds of minute crystals.
,

-

- FROSTY THE SNOWMAN

13.Expectation of arrival to populated area by mythical masculine perennial gift giver.
SANJ'A CLAUSE IS COMING TO TOWN

14Natal celebration devoid of color.

Writing
The ink flows freely
Down the long stem of the pen
Until it is dry.

WHITE CHRISTMAS

IS.In awe of a nocturnal timespan characterized by religiosity.
OHOLYNIGHT

16.Geographic state of fantasy during the season of mother nature's dormancy.
WINTER WONDERLAND

17.The first person nominative plural of the triumvirate of the far eastern heads of state.
WE THREE KINGS

18.Tintinnabulation of vacillating pendulum of inverted metallic resonant cups.
JINGLE BEUS

19.In a distant location, the existence of an impoverished unit of newborn children's slumber furniture.
AWAY IN A MANGER

20.Proceedforth declaring upon a specific geological alpine formation.
,

GO TEU IT ON THE MOUNTAIN

21Jovial yuletide desire for the second person singular or plural by us.
WR WT.~R YnTT A

Do You

wANT.

THE OPINION
TO

DIE?
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MERRY CHRISTMAS

People interested in continuing lhe Opinion
tradi6on next year are needed. If you are
interested in advertising, wri6ng, lorout and
having a good 6me in the basement near lhe
bookstore . . . come to the next Opinion
mee6ng in January ... watch for announcements around school and in the Docket.

Movie
Review
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Billy Bathgate: If you liked the Godfather, Once Upon ·
A TimeinAmerica,andScarface, you'll like Billy Bathgate.
It's a classic story ofa streetwise, hustling, punkkid without
a way out It's the 1930' sin the Bronx, New York and Billy
is looking for a way out Billy has an interesting talentjuggling. He creatively uses this talent to meet the most
inlportant mob figure in New York, Dutch Schultz.
Dutch, played by Dustin Hoffman, is the embattled
leader of the New York rackets. After being betrayed by his
right hand man, Bo (played by Bruce Willis), Dutch needs
someone blindly loyal. Billy is in awe of Dutch...willing to
do anything for him. However, here lies the dilemma and
the source of conflict for Billy throughout the fihn ...Billy' s
loyalty to Dutch versus his promise to Bo to protect Bo's

girlfriend, Mrs. Preston.
This film offers everything. Drama; suspense, violence,
and romance. Unlike many other films, the storyline takes
precedence over the sex and violence. Although Billy
Bathgate does not convey a deep and meaningful message,
it is certainly an entertaining way to spend a well deserved
study break.
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MINNESOTA BAR REVIEW /BRI· ----...

Sign up by November 22 and
save $50 off today's low price
on any future Minnesota Bar
Review /BRI course.
_
. Don't delay. ·.
For more information, please contact:

+ A William Mitchell MBR/BRI
campus representative:

Ray Bonnabeau
Jack Nelson
Becky Dethn1ers
Dan Seidel
Matt Hanzel
Pepper Wang
Sandra Woessner

+ The MBR/BRI office at 338-1977.
Minnesota
Bar Review/ BRI, Inc. ·
Sign up today for the Minnesota Bar Review /BR! Course, and MBR/BRI will make a $5 contribution to
the Minnesota Justice Foundation's P_ro Bono Projects that provide free legal assistance to those in nC'cd.
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